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Hide and seek 2014 movie story

It's hard to make a boring movie about four attractive young people in enjoying sexual experiments, but that's what Joanna Coates and Daniel Metz did with a saused four-hand Hide and Seek. Despite premiering on a general shoulder-shrug in Edinburgh, this excruciatingly expensive chamber piece still walked away with the Michael Powell Award for Best
British Feature - it's not the first time a festival jury has prioritized ambition over execution. Certainly destined for a low-to-middling international profile along the lines of recent winners Powell Skeletons (2010) and One Mile Away (2012), this forgettable, beige low-budgeter will at least introduce live actress Hannah Arterton, baby sister of Gemma (Quantum of
Solace; Clash of the Titans) and star of the current British hit Walking On Sunshine. Arterton plays Charlotte, one of a quartet of seemingly well-heeled Londoners who move into an isolated house in the countryside. Here they deliberately shut down, leaving communication with their loved ones and turning inside to exorcise neuroses grown by a large city -
playfully, they seem to have no neighbors disturbing their idyll. The practical aspects of this setting are clearly not a priority for Coates and her American co-author Metz, who also produces and appears on screen as chirpy Jack. But neither seems to make much of an allud to character development or narrative drive, delivering a series of verbose scenes
(usually performed through functional alternating mid-shots) intersessed with more lyrical interludes in which our protagonists have a malic immersion in nature. LIST Hollywood's 100 favorite films Charlotte and Jack, and their friends Lea (Rea Mole) and Max (Josh O'Connor), seem unable or unwilling to deal with adult responsibilities, instead often retreating
into behavior from immature to creakingly infantile. Too many sequences recall and resemble the actors' workouts and audition pieces, and audiences allergic to stage-school dress-up and make-believe antics will want to stay away - Arterton's energetic, daring-ish enthusiasm regardless. This childhood stands in opposite to an adventurous, saucy attitude to
sexuality – various nocturnal permutations dictated by a mutually agreed 'bedroom rota.' But despite moments of explicit whiteness, it paints a disgustingly lukewarm picture of 1970s-style free love. One problem is that there just isn't enough disharmony or friction between the four, not enough gravel to make an immaculately shiny oyster yield something
resembling a pearl. Fake Dawn comes around the 35-minute mark with an unexpected visit from charlotte's relatively down-to-earth ex-boyfriend Simon (Joe Banks), whose amusement and impatience with the directors' smug self-containment (general stuff – it's not interesting to us) probably reflects an audience of their own. But Simon leaves the scene too
quickly, a distinct whiff of missed opportunities that are about to come to an end. Him. In the hands of an experienced writer-director like Joanna Hogg (Unrelated, Archipelago, Exhibition), this sneaky material might have perhaps taken on a degree of satisfying weight and significance. Coates, however, seems content to simply present his characters' way of
dealing with the world – retreat – rather than in any way analyzing or questioning it. Ben Hecking's sharp, digital cinematography will provide the film with an air of upscale advertising on some funky-hip, Scandi-inspired clothing label. And while the artists are undeniably jagged, a little of their dispirored company goes a very long way. The title, premit and
scary, torch-lit opening may foreshade some bloody stalk-and-slash affair, but unfortunately Coates and Metz forgot to include an axe-wielding maniac, walking out of the woods to the quartet, and we, our suffering. Production Company: Show Business Film Ltd. Starring: Josh O'Connor, Hannah Arterton, Rea Mole, Daniel Metz, Joe Banks Director: Joanna
Coates Screenwriters: Joanna Coates, Daniel Metz Producers: Daniel Metz, Claire Griffin, Matt Holt, David Grant Executive Producers: Matt Holt, David Grant Cameraman: Ben Hecking Editor: Maya Maffioli Composer: Paul Wallfisch Sale: Show Business Film Ltd., Los Angeles No Rating, 80 minutes 27/04/2015 - English filmmaker Joanna Coates dives into
the possibilities of tearing down the conventionality of love in an indulgent film oasisCalculation of English filmmaker Joanna Coates raises a number of questions. Is it possible to love more than one person? Is the guidance of life devoted to this truly viable? Is utopia an eternal and ever-changing romance the answer to people's emotional insecurity?
Accessing issues like these only slightly, as if to argue them, Hide and Seek [+ see also: trailerfilm profile] presents a light but captivating look at the island's possibility. The film, which recently triumphed at the Edinburgh Festival (read the news), is currently being screened at the Crossing Europe festival in linz, Austria. Four young men (two boys and two
girls) decide to leave London to move into a house in the middle of the wilderness, which is the English countryside. In the rearview mirror, he sees not only London, but also the whole framework of social conventions, which binds all of us who form part of this so-called society. Leah (Rea Mole), Max (Josh O'Connor), Charlotte (Hannah Arterton) and Jack
(Daniel Metz, who also shared screenwriting duties and produced the film) who weren't necessarily best friends before this, decide to establish a four-party relationship: first set up a calendar to share the master bedroom, and then get carried away with the touch and smell of the person next to them. It does not matter whether it is a woman or a man - the
contact is always the same: the liberated madness of intimacy and tenderness, which has little to do with the popular unbridled free love in a society that has practically demonized it throughout history. However, the film in no way intends to preach ex cathedra about morality as what it seems to support and what it seems to condemn (the intolerance that
always surrounds these situations, embodies here ex-boyfriend Charlotte and his surprise visit). Coates prefers to let the body feel, tinge and become entwined, and she does it by shooting them in an extreme close-up, turning the camera into another of their limbs. What the film offers also exudes a certain essence of artistic performance, not only through
plays and shows that the four protagonists invent while away days, but also by their nature is an isolated experiment, a utopia at the level of conspiracy (almost), as well as being on a narrative level. Gently locked inside himself, Hide and Seek does not offer a real counterpoint to his plot, something that, in the words of his creators, tries to avoid the cinematic
cliché that makes all the utopia on the film end up (very) wrong, but which can subsequently end up revolving into self-indulgent territory. Be that as it may, Coates's film, produced by Metz for Show Business Film, offers an interesting experience, immersion in a new form of love without borders, right from the very heart of this love, from rhythm to punch.
(Translated from Spanish) Page 227/04/2015 - Cinema Swiat has published a document by Slawomir Grünberg about a secret agent who was the first to investigate and condemn the Holocaust If the Allies do not act, the Jewish population will cease to exist in a year and a half, Jan Karski wrote in his famous report. Between 1940 and 1942, this undercover
agent, who witnessed the Holocaust directly, condemned the Jewish genocide (the first person in the world to do so). Karski &amp; The Lords of Humanity [+see also: trailerfilm profile] by Slawomir Grünberg, which landed in theaters last Friday, paints a portrait of this man who brought the world the most heinous news in 20th history. (Article continues below
- Business Information) Jan Karski (1914-2000) was a liaison officer between the Polish Resistance and the Polish government of exile. His mission was to gather information that would confirm that the Jews had been exterminated by the Germans. He entered the Warsaw ghetto undercover and subsequently discovered the truth about the camp in Is cyrillic.
In 1942, he presented the results of his Holocaust investigation to the Sikora government, and this document served as the basis for an official report to the Allies on genocide. A Polish filmmaker living and working in the United States and the author of more than 45 documentaries, Slawomir Grünberg took home the Emmy Award for School Prayer:
Community at War. Short, respectively. His film about Jan Karski, sometimes referred to as Poland's James Bond, was made by mixing animations (rotoscoping) and archival material. Rather, the historical scenes he reconstructs with animation include Karski's arrest by the Gestapo, his secret entry into the Warsaw Ghetto and camp in Iszice, and his
discussions with those he called the Lords of Mankind, notably the British Foreign Minister (Anthony Eden) and the President of the United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt. The story was written by Grünberg (who also drew paintings) with Kate Reszke and E. Thomas Wood. Produced by LogTV and Apple Film Production, Karski &amp; The Lords of Humanity
was co-produced by Narodowy Instytut Audiowizualny, TVP, Narodowe Center of Culture, and TvIndie Film. It was partly funded by crowdfunding through Kickstarter. The film was distributed in Polish theaters Kino Swiat. (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from French) Page 327/04/2015 - Robert De Niro founded the New York
Festival, laura bispuri's feature debut received the Nora Ephron Award; it is back in Italian theaters today with a special screeningSworn Virgin Laura BispuriThat won the Nora Ephron Award last Friday at the Tribeca Film Festival in New York, Sworn Virgin [+ see also: film reviewtrailerQ&amp;A: Laura Bispurifilm profile] will be today, Monday 27 April, have
special screenings in 43 theaters belonging to the UCI Cinemas chain, as part of the Essai (arthouse) event, the performance takes place at 6 and 9 p.m. (The article continues below – Business Information) Of all the awards at Tribeca, the Nora Ephron Award is most important to me because it magnifies the importance of the film, and powerfully and
bravely supports the world of female directors, said filmmaker Laura Bispuri when she received the award, which also comes with $25,000. The award was established in 2013 in honor of the late director and is awarded to a writer or director with a distinctive voice that embodies the spirit and vision of the legendary filmmaker and writer. This is the fourth
trophy awarded to a feature-length debut by a Roman director, starring Alba Rohrwacher, after the Firebird Award Young Cinema Competition at the Hong Kong International Film Festival, and those captured on BIF &amp;amp; ST in Bari and at the Busto Arsizio Film Festival. (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from Italian) Page
427/04/2015 - Moretti's film recorded 2.1 million entries in just 11 days when it was in theaters. Box office is also on the rise for Edoardo FalconeMia's comedy Se Dio vuole madre by Nanni MorettiMia madre [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Nanni Morettifilm profile] by Nanni Moretti, distributed 01, finished third in the box office rankings at the weekend
with revenues of €726,000, representing a total of 2.1 million entries in just 11 in theaters. It was beaten to the top two positions by Disney's Avengers: Age of Ultron (7.1 million) and Age of Adaline (distributed by Eagle) with 878 thousand euros. The data was provided by cinetel. (Article continues below - Business information) Another Italian film in the top
ten has done very well so far. With Dio vuole [+see also: trailerfilm profile] by Edoardo Falcone (01 Distribution) is in fifth place with sales of 574 thousand euros at the weekend and almost 3 million euros in total. There are also two French productions in the top ten: La famiglia Belier [+see also: trailermaking offilm profile] by Eric Lartigau, distributed by Bim
(€2.4 from 26 March) and Sarà il mio tipo? [+see also: trailer interview: Lucas Belvauxfilm profile] by Belgian filmmaker Lucas Belvaux, which has been shown in 42 theaters since last Thursday under the Satine distribution, and has taken €104,000 so far. In 11th place is the documentary I bambini sanno [+see also: trailerfilm profile of] Walter Veltroni (Bim in
92 theatres) with runs of 104 thousand euros and in 22nd place is Short Skin [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Duccio Chiarinifilm profile] by Duccio Chiarini (Good Movies) with 21 thousand euros. (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from Italian) Page 528/04/2015 - Magnus Gertten's documentary is about survivors of German
World War II concentration camps identified 70 years laterEvery face has magnus gerttenon's name 28. Seventy years later, viewers will be able to watch archival footage for the first time in Swedish director Magnus Gertten's documentary Every Face Has a Name [+see also: trailerfilm profile], which has so far won ecumenical prizes in Gothenburg and the
FIPRESCI award for international critics in Thessaloniki. (Article continues below - Business information) Through crowd-sourcing research, publishing passenger lists, photos and other information on 28 April 1945, we first managed to find ten people arriving that day who are in the film, and later identify another 50 whose stories will be published in an online
project, said producer-publicist Ove Rishøj Jensen, of Swedish Auto Images. For each face has a name, we have 4K-scanned original archival material to achieve up-to-now unprecedented quality shots that we could use for zoom and slow-motion sequences to further focus on details, helping us relate to the stories in the film, added the Gertten-Lennart
Ström production for the company. Among the passengers identified was Bernard Kempler, who was nine years old when he came to Malmö – he survived the war by being dressed as a girl. Elsie Ragusin from New York was visiting her grandparents in Italy when she was accused of being a spy. wagon and sent to Auschwitz. Others were Jewish survivors,
Norwegian resistance fighters, Polish mothers with newborns and British spies. Every Face Has a Name was co-produced by Nordvision (five Nordic pubcasters: Danish DR, Finnish YLE, Icelandic RUV, Norwegian NRK and Swedish SVT), as well as Dutch Ikon. Both Auto Images and Ikon have organized the 28th SVT will also transfer the film in the day.
German international sales representative Rise and Shine has announced the interest of more than 30 buyers at the recent MIPTV market in Cannes. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 628/04/2015 - Actress and documentary filmmaker, which debuted in 2010 with Sarunas Bartas, September 2015 and will lead the closing ceremony at the
12thActress and documentary filmmaker Elisa Sednaoui (© Gérard Darel / Angelo Pennetta)Actress Elisa Sednaoui will be the godmother of the opening and closing ceremonies of the 72nd Annual Golden Globe Awards. She was born in Italy in 1987 and grew up in Egypt, Italy and France. After becoming an international model in 2010, she made her film
debut and played the lead female role in Eastern Drift [+see also: film review profile] of Lithuanian director Sarunas Bartas, which was presented at the Berlin Film Festival Forum. She also starred in Bus Palladium [+ see also: trailerfilm profile] (2010) by Christopher Thompson, a film that was nominated for a Caesar Awards. She then took part in l'amour
dure trois ans [+see also: trailerfilm profile] (2012) by Frédéric Beibeder and Legend of Kaspar Hauser [+see also: trailerfilm profile] (2012) by Davide Manuli, shoulder rubbing with Vincent Gallo, Fabridio Gifuni and Claudia Gerini in this film presented at the Rotterdam Film Festival. In 2014, she appeared in Soap Opera [+see also: film review profile] by
Alessandro Genovesi, the opening film of the Rome Film Festival. (Article continues below - Business information) In 2015, she made her directorial debut in The Image of a Woman: A Film she co-directed with Martina Gili and co-wrote with writer and screenwriter Nicholas Klein (Buena Vista Social Club, Million Dollar Hotel). (Article continues below -
Business information) (Translated from Italian) Page 728/04/2015 – Standing tall on the slate of companies are Philippe Faucon's film in directors' fortnight and the feature debut of César Augusto Acevedo in Critics' Week Fatima Philippe FauconFrench international sales representative Pyramide International arrives at the 68th Cannes Film Festival's (13-24
May 2015) Film market equipped with a line-up, which contains two titles in the selection: Fatima [+ see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Philippe Fauconfilm profile] Philippe Faucon (read the article), will be unveiled on Wednesday, May 20 in directors' Fortnight, and Country and Shadow [+ see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] César Augusto Acevedo (co-
produced by Paris-based outfit Ciné-Sud Promotion and Dutch firm Topkapi Films along with Colombia, Chile and Brazil), which will take part in the Critics' Week competition. (Article continues below - Business information) At the Croisette, a team headed by Eric Lagesse and now managed by Elisabeth Perlié will have some more ammunition available on
the film market with the Egyptian-French co-production Clash [+ see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] Mohamed Diab (in pre-production - read the news) and six titles in post-production: Summertime by Catherine Corsini, Eva does not sleep [+see also: trailerfilm profile] (Eva no duerme) by Argentina Pablo Aguerö (read the news), This Summer Feeling
[+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Mikhaël Hersfilm profile] French director Mikhaël Hers (read the article), Les Ogre [++ see also: film review profile] by his compatriot Léy Fehner (read the article), Montanha [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: João Salavizafilm profile] by Portuguese filmmaker Joao Salaviz and Rest Home by Michael Rowe from
Australia. In the latest aftermath, a market screening is on the agenda for the Berlin-awarded Pearl Button [+see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] by Patricio Guzman and French feature debut Eva &amp; Leon by Emilie Charpitel (read the news). (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from French) Page 828/04/2015 - The list of titles
selected for the CNC and MIBACT Development Support Fund includes a new project by Fabio Grassadonia and Antonio PiazzaDirectors Fabio Grassadonia and Antonio PiazzaInte supporting the Development Fund under the supervision of CNC and MIBACT (Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities), which aims to promote cooperation between
French and Italian co-writers and co-producers as soon as possible, selected eight projects out of the 27 applications assessed in Paris on 16 December 2004. Among them is the Sicilian spirit from Fabio Grassadodonio and Antonio Piazza, whose feature debut, Salvo [+see also: film review interview: Fabio Grassadonia and Anton... interview: Sara
Serraioccofilm profile], seduced by Cannes Critics' Week in 2013. (Article continues below - Business information) Three other projects of the Italian initiative have been adopted: 40% Marco Petteleno, Contre vent by Massimilio Zanin and Une saison parfaite by Vittorio Moroni. The list of selections ends with four projects of the French initiative: Linda veut du
poulet by Chiara Malta and Sébastien Laudenbach, Noir et blanc by Annarita Zambrano, Sème le vent by Danilo Caputo and Trois enfances Simone Massi and Alessio Torino. The next committee meeting will be held in September 2015 in Italy. To be clear, the Fund is endowed with an annual budget of EUR 500 000, provided equally by CNC and MIBACT.
(Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from French) Page 928/04/2015 - The latest film by Nicola Bellucci, the Swiss Italian director by admission, had its global premiere at the International Feature Film Competition Visions du Réel festival Five years after its acclaimed first feature film, In a garden of sounds that has won awards at a
number of prestigious film festivals, such as the Solothurn Film Festival (where it won the Soleure Award) and the Dei Popoli Festival in Florence (where it won an audience award), Nicola Bellucci returns for the camera with the same sensitivity and compassion (resounding with extraordinary clarity of thought) that characterizes all of his films. Grozny Blues
[+see also: trailerfilm profile], which had its global premiere in the International Competition of Feature Films Visions du Réel Festival, is a journey as passionate as it is dramatic, into a paradoxical Chechnya divided between a fantastical past and a seemingly (post) apocalyptic future. A lucid and sensitive look Nicola Bellucci explores this precarious country,
digging through the few remaining ruins to bring to light a past that screams otherworldliness. (Article continues below - Business information) Twenty years after the first war of independence, the face of Chechnya has changed to the point of grotesque places. The capital, Grozny, is in a state of constant paranoia and is populated by both grim traces of war
and ridiculously flamboyant glamour. Nicola Bellucci travels through a gift that no longer seems to belong to anyone, in which those who lived on their knees find themselves on their knees to survive to avoid attracting the attention of an uncompromist, Islamist president who stubbornly clings to Russian power. The protagonists of this journey are those who
(from the three directors fighting for human rights to the manager of the city's last small concert hall) saw the revolution as a way out and now have to come to terms with what is sometimes a truly bitter disappointment. Grozny Blues tries to give voice to the ghosts who haunt the Chechen capital with a complex echo system. The booming sound of
revolutionary manifestations, dramatic images of war (bravely assembled by three activists who are transformed in a common thread of film) are often placed parallel to the false glitz of everyday life as a cry that, instead of going on forever, is blocked by a huge wall, reflected back in the form of echoes, over and over again. Although the current government
is doing everything in its power to erase the signs of revolution, they manage to survive every time: perhaps not physically, but certainly in the form of (painful) memories, fears, and nightmares. All signs of war must disappear, but perhaps the pain, suffering is not real?, says one of the protagonists. Since talking about it is another form of communication
emerged, which Nicola Bellucci wonderfully captures, made up of gestures, glances, ghosts that still linger in empty house, and laughter that is reflected in the ears of those who remain. The desperate testimonies of the few radicals who still live in Grosch, and the extraordinarily rich archival material that Bellucci revives in his film, plunge us into an extremely
complex reality that has become a nightmare. A deep and sensitive piece that deserves our full attention. Grozny Blues is distributed worldwide Cineworx GmbH.(Article continues below - Business information)(Translated from Italian)Page 1028/04/2015 - Nordic countries have won nine awards, including best feature for Dagur Kári's Virgin Mountain and best
documentary for Democrats Camilla NielssonVirgin Mountain Dagur KáriIcelandic director Dagur Kári's Virgin Mountain [+see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] went straight from winning the Politiken Audience Award at the Copenhagen International Film Festival CPH: PIX (April 22) to collect three honors at the Tribeca: Founders Award for Best Narrative
Feature (Kari, €25,000), Best Screenplay (Curry, €5,000) and best actor (Gunnar Jónsson, $2,500) in the World Narrative Competition. (Article continues below - Business information) Virgin Mountain stars Jónsson and Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir in the story of Fúsi, a man in his 40s who sleeplessly goes through the secular routine of everyday life until he
encounters a bubbly woman and an eight-year-old girl, forcing him to change. The film was produced by Baltasar Kormákur and Agnes Johansen for Sögn/RVK Studios in Iceland with the Danish film Nimbus. In the same section, Danish director Jeppe Rønde's Bridgend [+see also: film review profile] also won three awards - for Best Actress (Hannah Murray,
$2,500), Best Cinematography (Magnus Jønck, $5,000) and Best Storytelling (Oliver Bugge Coutté, $5,000 + $50,000 in production services). Written by Rønde, Torben Bech and Peter Asmussen, Rønde's first feature after a series of award-winning documentaries follows Sarah, who moves with her policeman father to Bridgend in South Wales - a former
mining town where 79 teenagers committed suicide over six years. There is no definitive answer in the production of Michel Schønnemann and Malene Blenkov for Blenkov &amp; Schønnemann Pictures. Danish director Camilla Nielsson's Democrats [+see also: trailerfilm profile], which won two prizes at the Copenhagen CPH:DOX International Film
Festival, was awarded for best documentary film in the World Documentary Competition ($25,000). In Henrik Veileborg's production for upfront films, he follows Robert Mugabe's inner circles of politics in Zimbabwe for three years and describes how the country won its new constitution. Finland and Sweden return from New York in the short film competition –
Listen, by Finnish Hamy Ramezan and Rungano Nyoni, won for Best Narrative Short ($5,000), and Catwalk, by Swedish director Ninja Thyberg, won the Student Visionary Award ($5,000). Having already been honored in Hong Kong, Saguenay-Canada and Tampere, Listen is held at copenhagen police station, where a foreign woman, wearing a burqa,
lodges a domestic violence complaint. However, it seems that the translator is not willing to report on what she is saying. In Catwalk, Thyberg follows nine-year-old Ella to elementary school – her classmates are either playing in the schoolyard or reading fashion blogs in full adult dresses. Ella wants to take a step into the world of fashion and style, but her
parents refuse to buy her new clothes. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 1128/04/2015 - Antonio Carloni is the business manager of a newly founded company; the first film to be released is Augusto Zucchi's feature debut, Il talento può uccidereRocco Papaleo in La Voce – Il talento può uccidere Augusto Zucchi, co-produced by
Produzione StraordinariaDistribuzione Straordinaria is in operation – a new film distribution company will launch its first film in theaters on May 7. This title will be Il talento può uccidere, the feature debut of Augusto Zucchi, which stars Rocco Papaleo, Augusto Zucchi and Antonio Liskova, and is a political thriller based on one of the most disturbing instances
of intrigue involving the world of showbusiness and the secret service. (Article continues below - Business information) Meanwhile, 28 May will see the release of the Soundtrack - Oltre ogni ragionevole desiderio Francesca Marra. The thriller, set in an erotic background, stars Andrea Osvart, Vincenzo Amato and Valentina Lodovini. Distribuzione
Straordinaria aims to contribute to increasing the visibility of films already in the pre-production phase. Thanks to the Augustuscolor agreement, all distributed titles will be available on DCP, satellite and even 35mm film to give those theaters that have not yet been digitized the opportunity to include movies from current listings in their shows, as well as titles
that are yet to come. Distribuzione Straordinaria has also signed an agreement with the largest Maghrebi producers and distributors, Moroccan, Tunisian and Algerian cinémathèques and embassies and will bring to Italy a careful selection of titles that have been very successful in their home countries. This starts with Morocco, with Andalousia, mon amour!
Mohamed Nadif (2013), a black but at the same time reckless comedy that uses an original spin on illegal immigration. As a result, a former assistant to Martin Scorsese, Ridley Scott, Claude Lelouch and Giuseppe Tornatore comes out behind closed doors from Mohammed Ahed Bensouda (2013). The film deals with the topic of persecution, set on a sexual
background workplace where a young woman is targeted. Thanks to the international experience of the management team, Distribuzione Straordinaria also offers a platform for foreign producers who want to delegate executive production to Italy. Antonio Carloni will be the business manager of a newly established distribution company. (Article continues
below - Business information) (Translated from Italian) Page 1228/04/2015 - The Audience Award went to Moldovan title What a Wonderful World, while Flotel Europa won the award for best documentary film at the 12th Crossing Europe Film Festival Linz (© Christoph Thorwartl/www.subtext.at)On 12. worth 10,000 euros and provided by Linz Kultur &amp;
Land Oberösterreich/Kultur, was divided ex aequo between Ana Lungu's Self-Portrait of an Obedient Daughter [+see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] and Ivan Ikić barbarians [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Ivan Ikicfilm profile]. Former world premiere in Rotterdam and second at last year's Karlovy Vary. (Article continues below - Business information)
The jury consisting of Andrea Štaka, Michael Stütz and Sylas Tzoumerkas, who had to choose from 12 first or second films by European directors, explained its unanimous decision by declaring: The jury decided to award two portraits of youth in two different social environments, which are faced with feelings of safety or lack. In the documentary competition,
the €5,000 Crossing Europe Social Awareness Award and the donated land oberösterreich/soziales went to Vladimir Tomić's Berlinale entitled Flotel Europa [+see also: film review profile. The jury, made up of Sebastian Brameshuber, Ina Rossow and Zaza Rusadze, stated the reason for their decision in these words: Subjectively depicted with private
videos, and yet - or perhaps for this reason in particular - the universal story of adolescence, first love and the first farewell against the backdrop of war and escape. The audience award for best feature film, which comes with €1,000 from Crossing Europe, a hotel voucher sponsored by Park Inn radisson Lirc and a June screening at the Moviemento cinema
in collaboration with Ray Film magazine, was awarded to Moldovan director Anatol Durbală for what a wonderful world [+see also: film review profile of the film coach]. In the Regional Upper Oracousian Competition, the Crossing Europe Award – Local Artist and €5,000 from Land Oberösterreich/Kultur went to Eden's Edge – Three Shorts in the Californian
Desert by ONLSD, Leo Calice and Gerhard Treml. Felix Huber's short documentary Farfall won the €2,000 Vienna Synchro award in post-production services. The feature-length documentary Eva Huber Monumenti was awarded the Land Oberösterreich/Soziales Social Awareness Award – a local artist and €4,000, while Ufuk Serbest was awarded special
recognition to Ufuk Serbest – 22 m² Österreich. The jury for The Local Artist Awards were composed of Magnus Hofmüller, Peter Schernhuber and Alexandra Schneider. Lukas Jakob Löcker for Heaven – Felix Schager, Konstantin Diggn won the Creative Region Music Video Audience Award and €1,500 for €1,500 from the Creative Region Linz &amp;
Upper Austria. Meanwhile, Vildan Turalić experimental Untitled 2014 won local artist Atelier Award from Atelierhaus Salzamt der Stadt Linz. Finally, the TheLocal Artist Film Location Tabakfabrik Prize, awarded for the first time, went to Klaus Pamminger for notes on Mackey. Festival director Christine Dollhofer announced a new audience of almost 22,000
visitors and announced that the next Crossing Europe Linz film festival will take place on 21-26 April 2016. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 1329/04/2015 - Docudrama Márcia Laranjeiry is screened in the section of the National Competition of the Festival IndieLisboaMariana Sampaio and Alexander David in a scene from A Girl of Her
AgeA personal and hard-to-define project – lying somewhere between a performative documentary and melancholic generational portrait – directorial debut of Márcio Laranjeira, A girl her age [+see also: trailerfilm profile], follows young Portuguese actress Mariana Sampaio in an attempt to make sense of her life. Surrounded by bohemian friends and facing
a time of economic crisis, one day Mariana unexpectedly decides to leave Lisbon and return to her hometown, Viana to Castelo. (Article continues below - Business information) Soon after, Alex (Alexander David) - a fellow actor recently returned from New York - visits her during the local festivities of Our Lady of Agony. And as soon as the two friends meet,
they begin to come together to confront perspectives, discuss their life experiences, and think about modern Portugal. It is a socio-political canvas embedded in what was originally conceived as a very intimate project shared by friends: The film is a portrait of this girl Mariana, but it is also my portrait, Alex's and that of our friends who also appear in it. If it
were a portrait of another girl, it's possible that the film's disillusioned generational tone wouldn't be as strong as it is, Laranjeira explains to Cineurop. At the same time, he says: During the filming of the film, we could not disconnect from the outside world: there were daily reports of a crisis, of people losing their jobs, of street protests... It was impossible not
to be contaminated by all this. Laranjeira -- who did part of his studies in Argentina -- seemed a fearless obstacle and determined to shoot against all expectations: In Argentina, I met people who had gone through several difficult times. They know they can't count on the future they dreamed of. I think the environment allowed me not to be afraid to get a
camera and shoot while I was living there. And then, already in Portugal, it inspired me not to sit back and wait for better days to film it. We've all been through it. A private docudrama certainly captures the spirit of the time, The Girl of Her Age was originally developed on a very low budget, supported by laranjeira's closest friends and crew. The film has
become a kind of reason for them, and I am deeply grateful for that, says the director. Then a grant from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation helped him keep the film on track until the terratreme filmes production organization introduced the project and eventually received the support of the Portuguese National Film Authority: It was a special form of ICA
support aimed at completing films made during that period when public subsidies were reduced. A girl of her age is one of four Portuguese feature films currently screened in the Section of the National Competition 12. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 1429/04/2015 - The British director will be among the guests of honour at the Midnight
Sun Film Festival during his June 30th in Sodankylä – a village with 8,809 inhabitants and 35,000 reindeer, located 129 km north of the Arctic Circle, will separate. Leigh, who is currently preparing his 13th feature film Peterloo - based on the Manchester massacre in 1819, where British forces shot at a peaceful pro-democracy rally - last delivered to Mr
Turner [+see also: film review: Mike Leigh's film profile], which won two Cannes awards last year and was nominated for four Oscars and four BAFTA awards. (Article continues below - Business information) This is the first year of the meeting after the death of the festival's co-founder and director Peter von Bagh (September 17, 2014) and Sodankylä named
Peter von Bagh Street after him - the program is now decided by a committee made up of Finnish directors Aki and Mika Kaurismäki (also co-founders) and artistic director Tim Malmi. The local executive is Ari Lehtola. In Sodankylä, Leigh will be joined by German director Christian Petzold , whose two most recent films, Phoenix [+see also: film
reviewtrailermaking of interview: Christian Petzoldfilm profile] (2014) and Barbara [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Christian Petzoldfilm profile] (2012, which won Silver Bear at the Berlin International Film Festival), will both have their Finnish premieres at the festival. In a post-production with his Jane Austen-based romantic drama, Love and Friendship,
American director Whit Stillman is also on the guest list, along with Mr. Turner actress Marion Bailey, one of the most original directors in Scandinavian cinema, Denmark's Nils Malmros, and French director Auberi Edler. A cluster of Finnish invitees actresses Minna Haapkylä, Armi Toivanen and Kirsti Wallaswaara and directors Petri Kotwica, Anssi Mänttäri
and Ville Suhonen. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 1529/04/2015 - The first flap will slam in May for the title played by Marion Cotillard, Léa Seydoux, Vincent Cassel, Nathalie Baye and Gaspard UllielIn late May, Xavier Dolan will go with filming for his sixth feature, Only The End of the World, [+ see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] co-
production between Canada and France, starring Marion Cotillard (Oscar for Best Actress in 2008 for La Vie en Rose [+see also: trailer film profile] and nominated this year for Two Days, One Night [+see also: film review interview: Luc and Jean-Pierre Dardennefilm profile]; soon to be seen on the big screen at the Cannes competition in Macbeth [+see also:
film reviewtrailermaking offilm profile]), Léa Seydoux (winner of the Palme d'Or at Cannes in 2013 for Blue Is the Warmest Colour [+see also : film reviewtrailerinterview: Abdellatif Kechichefilm profile] and which is also set, make appearances on the Croisette in Lobster [+ see also: film reviewtrailerQ&amp;A: Yorgos Lanthimosfilm profile]), Vincent Cassel
(winner of the César Award for Best Actor in 2009 for Killer Instinct [Killer Instinct [+see also: trailerfilm profile] and Public Enemy #1 [+see also: trailerfilm profile], popular in titles like Eastern Promises and Black Swan; also appeared in a Cannes 2015 competitor with Mon roi [+see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile]), Nathalie Baye (nominated seven times for
the César Award for Best Actress, Win twice, in 1983 and 2006, and who has already featured in one of Dolan's films, Laurence as well [+see also: film review profile]) and Gaspard Ulliel (nominated for the César Award for Best Actor in 2015 for Saint Laurent [+see also : film reviewtrailerfilm profile]) and Gaspard Ulliel (nominated for the César Award for
Best Actor in 2015 for Saint Laurent [+see also : film reviews and profile of Bertrand Bonellofilm]). This represents a cast of 100% French topliners for a young Canadian prodigy (aged 26) who, by the way, will be a member of the jury at the upcoming Cannes Film Festival (May 13-24, 2015). (Article continues below - Business information) According to Jean-
Luc Lagarce's play of the same name, only the end of the world will be about an author who returns to his childhood village after 12 years to announce his impending death to his family. At this family reunion, those present tell each other about the love they feel for each other, despite all the endless disputes, and inadvertently release all resentment that
speaks of their doubts and loneliness. Produced by Nancy Grant and Xavier Dolan for Sons of Manual, Nathanaël Karmitz for MK2 and Sylvain Corbeil, the only end of the world is sold by Seville International, which will launch pre-sale at the Cannes Film Market Festival. The film will be distributed in France MK2/Diaphana. (The article continues below -
Business from French)Page 1629/04/2015 - Film London, Malta Film Commission partner for Microwave International: Malta Partnership between Film London and Malta Film Commission resulted in the announcement of a feature film and the creation of Microwave International: Malta, the first global iteration of London film education through the production
programme. After a week-long micro-education programme involving 20 Maltese filmmakers and then presenting projects to an expert committee, the romantic comedy 20,000 Reasons was selected and received a production budget of €200,000. The team, made up of writer Malcolm Galea, producer Anthony Bezzina, director Jameson Cucciardi and
director of photography Malcolm Debono, will now receive further guidance from industry mentors Microwave International along with production funding. (Article continues below - Business information) Adrian Wootton, CEO of Film London and the British Film Commission, said: 'Film London Microwave has helped launch some incredible talent and I am
extremely pleased that we have been able to export our training, skills and professional mentoring so successfully. Malta Film Commissioner Engelbert Grech said: For the first time our home filmmakers have had the opportunity to train, develop and ultimately engage vital skills in the industry for the development of their film. Our collaboration with Film
London has proven crucial to the development of our local talents. This project was made possible through the funding allocated by ESF2.186 Re-skilling of Workers for the local Film Industry under the Operational Programme of the European Social Fund for Cohesion Policy II 2007-2013, which aims to improve employment opportunities in the European
Union and help the development of a skilled workforce. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 1729/04/2015 - Negotiations are taking place in the European Parliament in recent days to discuss the Digital Single Market Strategy andrus Ansip On Monday 27 February 2015, the European Parliament will discuss the digital single market strategy.
The Bogdan Wenta MEP's report on European films in the digital era was presented and adopted by a large majority in Strasbourg, while Parliament's Committee on Culture and Education adopted Commissioner Andrus Ansipa as part of the Digital Single Market Strategy. In short, European cinema must face a digital challenge with more innovative business
models, a larger audience and better content. (Article continues below - Business information) Ansip, who has since January reiterated his desire to allow European citizens cross-border access to all content and has been constantly talking about geo-blocking, gave a speech that was rather reassuring to the film industry. I want more choice for consumers,
but also rewards for those who risk investing in culture. In his view, portability and cross-border elements for dsm would not affect the existing system. I haven't even thought about it. (...) With the DSM strategy, we do not plan to change the territoriality or existing business models. And when ASKED by MEP Helga Trupel about the implications of EU-wide
pre-financing licences, the Commissioner insisted: We do not plan to change the system of release or deadlines. He explained that cross-border access would only become mandatory once the VoD window was opened. Until then, Pan-European licences would not become a mandatory rule. For now, the Commission remains very vague about the specific
instruments to be used for dsm: will copyright reform, e-commerce reform or both be reformed? It's too early to tell,' said Ansip. What is certain is that impact assessments with different types of stakeholder dialogues will be organised within the Framework of the European Film Forum (EDF). This is part of the Went report as a tool to help find new models of
financing and promotion in European cinema. The report encourages industry to compete with American films on the market, both through the use of traditional ones (festivals, funds and so on) and innovative ways to help films circulate, as well as to promote quality content and diversity of audiovisual works. While the sector awaits the more tangible
initiatives of the EU institutions, at Cannes on 18 December 2005, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on the implementation of the Eu Institutions' action plan. The EDF conclusions should be published at the end of 2016. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 1829/04/2015 - Positive evaluation of the Flanders Audiovisual Fund
2014, which is satisfied with the performance of Flemish films both in Belgium and abroadK3 dierenhotel Bart van LeemputtenIn 2014, the Flanders Audiovisual Fund (VAF) allocated almost €12.5 million under its film fund, including 20 cases of production support for fiction. This support in Flanders is now being added to the support provided by the new
Screen Flanders Regional Investment Fund (EUR 5 million), which benefited 24 projects in 2014, including minority co-financing. The VAF also contributed to the production of TELEVISION series largely through its Media Fund, which had a budget of €6.5 million. Of the ten series that received production aid, five were fiction series. Nesting among them
could perhaps be the successors of Cordon and Salamander, who were sold abroad. (Article continues below - Business information) In terms of box office, Flemish productions and co-productions attracted 50,000 more viewers than in 2013. While there is no clear box-office champion (the best score was accumulated by the K3 dierenhotel, with 264,157
viewers), 2014 was able to benefit from the adoption of the films that were released in and which had its runs stretched over two calendar years, such as FC de Kampioenen [+see also: trailerfilm profile], which came out in 2013 and attracted more than 720,000 viewers. On the international stage Flemish films have won 190 awards and mentions, and for the
second time in three years, Belgium was represented in the star-studded last quintet of hopefuls for the Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film, with Broken Circle Breakdown [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Felix van Groeningeninterview: Felix Van Groeningeninterview: Felix Van Groeningenfilm profile] Felix Van Groening And although he didn't take
home the Title, he won the César award for best foreign film a few days ago – the first for a Flemish film. Finally, on a global level, it is worth noting that more and more Flemish talent is exporting as well behind the camera as they are before it. Michaël R Roskam brought his first American film The Drop, Erik Van Looy did the same with Loft, and directors
Jakob Verbruggen and Tim Mielants collaborated on the foreign fiction series. As for the actors, in addition to Matthias Schoenaerts, who will again be present at Cannes with Alice Winocour's Maryland [+ see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Alice Winocourfilm profile], Veerle Baetens, Wim Willaert, Sam Louwyck, Titus De Voogdt, Koen De Graeve and Filip
Peeters all work abroad regularly. (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from French) Page 1929/04/2015 - A selection of ten upcoming Czech projects has been presented on the website of The Finale of Pilsen Director Juraj Herz prepares psychological thriller Forever YoursDuing the industry days at the domestic showcase of Czech
cinema, which is the Final Pilsen (26 April – 2 May), a special slot is traditionally reserved for the presentation of upcoming projects at different stages of production. Austrian director Franz Novotný freely adapts Jan Nemtsek's short story The Italian Connection, based on his real experience in smuggling 21st-century film discs. The German filmed the Ferrari
Dino Girl based on his 2009 experience, although Novotný opted for a spy drama starring Christopher Quarrel, Vic Kerekes and Johannes Zeiler. Deckname Holec is tentatively scheduled for release in early 2016. (Article continues below - Business information) Another project is also Czech-Austrian digging. Die Group produces a stylized, old-fashioned
road movie called Menandros &amp; Thaïs [+see also: trailerfilm profile], adaptation of the novel of the same name, directed by its author Ondřej Gypsy and Antonín Šilar. The final cut of the film co-produced by Prague's FAMU and the Czech compulsive production company ended in January. Hungarian-Czech-German project Zero, directed by Hungarian
filmmaker Gyula Nemes, the story of a man Save Your Bees (see reports) is also in the post-production phase and is expected to be released this year. Currently, the feature debut of Czech director Aurel Klimt, stop-motion puppet/animated film Lajka [+see also: profile of the trailer of the film], which revolves around the most famous Russian dog and his



alien adventure. Satire on humanity's superiority combines real-life events, science fiction/fantasy and musical elements. The film is produced by the Czech company Studio Zvon and co-produced by Universal Production Partners and Studio Bystrouška with the support of the MEDIA programme and the State Fund of Cinematography. The organizers also
presented a selection of new projects in development: drama about Czechoslovakia 1975, Agnes and Andrej Tomasz Wiński; Adam Sedlák's Domestique [+see also: film review profile: Profile of Adam Farmer]; Dan Wlodarczyk social drama about illegal mining, Green Horse Rustlers; The tragic death of Ondřej Provazník in Russia, a film that will be shot at
16 mm and will have only one copy, so that once it is damaged, it will be gone forever; and screenwriter and director Taťána Rubášová tribute to black and white photography, biographical drama My Sudek, scheduled for 2018. Finally, experienced filmmaker Juraj Herz is preparing the psychological thriller Forever With You, and legendary Slovak director
Juraj Jakubisko already has two projects in development: the fairy tale Seven-Legged Lukas and the historical drama Forgotten Epic. (Article continues below - Business information) Page 2029/04/2015 - Film by Stefan Schwietert, Swiss director of German origin, which takes us into a subversive universe with a highly refreshing punk feelWith the prestigious
Sister d'argent SRG SSR for best Swiss film at the recent Visions du Réel festival (where he competed in the International Competition for Feature Film), Stefan Schwietert's latest film shows us that his fame as a documentary filmmaker specialized in music is justified and that his talent is always evolving new and surprising pages. Bill Drummond, star of
Imagine Waking Up Tomorrow and All Music Has Disappeared [+see also: trailerfilm profile], lives up to his own rules and is a true icon of the British punk scene (singer in legendary band Big in Japan). An anarchist at heart, he is always looking for new conventions to break down and turn on his head in the name of the untouchable Do It Yourself motto. He
had (and then sacrificed) his moment of glory with the KLF's acid project, which pushed him to that extreme, in keeping with his revolutionary ideals, and burned a million pounds. After this highly controversial performance, Bill Drummond returns to the stage with the musical project '17', a truly anti-current concept that leads us to reflect on what would happen
if music were to suddenly disappear from the face of the earth. (Article continues below - Business information) Stefan Schwietert follows Drummond his camera, traveling around the vast British countryside in search of new voices for his choir project. The aim of our Scottish musician is to create a whole new musical composition, just as Schwietert is trying
to make a documentary about a transient utopian musical experience. Drummond is eager to protect, through his project '17', the magic of music from mainstream greed. The compositions of this unusual choir are condensed fragments of life, insights into the diversity of society on the verge of exploding through music. Drummond and Schwietert try, each in
their own way, to explore the as yet unknown side of human beings through the magic of artistic expression, through music and film. Theirs is a dramatic and emotional journey that transcends its subject matter, to do a unique, transient something that could be called art. With his documentaries, Schwietert tries to shift behind what already exists, leading the
viewer into a world where images emotionally translate people's words. With Stefan Schwietert's gaze, Bill Drummond leads us into true humanity, far from the glossy image of pastoral and fashionable Great Britain, where everything seems easy, artificially so. The complex nature of this extremely stratified society is captured by a Swiss filmmaker with a rare
clarity of thought and sincerity. His camera accompanies Drummond from coast to coast, picking up unspoken moments in which reality turns into something sublime. The sounds are intense and the images move unexpectedly with the music of the everyday, as if trying to combine together to create a whole new symphony. The magic of the film is made
available to music, which becomes the protagonist, but also its guiding spirit, its very essence. Schwietert's latest documentary captures the deep inner self of a mysterious character who does not compromise, highlighting his strengths, but also and above all his weaknesses. Psychoanalysis through a film that takes the viewer far. Imagine Waking Up
Tomorrow And All Music Has Disappeared is distributed worldwide maximage GmbH.(Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from Italian)Page 2129/04/2015 - Shellac delivers damien maniver's feature debut in the face of some French heavyweight comedies, and films By Andersson, Vogt and RicciarelliA Young poet Damien
ManivelHaving bagged special recognition in Locarno in the section Filmmakers present and screened at such festivals as Rotterdam (Bright Future), Montreal, Premiers Plans in Angers, Katowice, Murcia and Montevideo, a young poet [+ see also: trailerfilm profile] Damien Manivel today continues his adventure in French theaters, distributed by Shellac over
13 screens, a modest press run reinforced by a strong dose of approval from critics. (Article continues below - Business information) After turning a lot with his short films, notably La dame au chien (winner of the Jean Vigo Award 2011) and Un dimanche matin (Discovery Prize in the Critics' Week at Cannes in 2012), Damien Manivel successfully negotiated
his transition to features with a sunny, off-the-wall and often absurd film, hiding some wonderfully promising elements in addition to his rather subtle central theme. And the story? Barely from his teens, Rémi (Rémi Taffanel) dream of becoming a poet and enchanting the world with his deeply moving and memorable verses. In search of inspiration, under the
hot sun, and armed with nothing but a biro and a laptop, Rémi is determined to write his poem... But where to start? Do you spend ages staring at the sea? Climb the top of a mountain? Do you listen to birds sing? Heading to the library? Find his muse? In a bar? In the cemetery? Underwater?... The film has a comic side; I have highlighted some clichés about
the character of a poet, and we are nowhere near realism in terms of character or setting, explains Manivel. More than poetry, the film talks about our enthusiasm, our dreams, our difficulties in expressing ourselves and growing up. The character encounters a lot of obstacles. There is no animosity against him, but rather a lack of answers from the world. A
film older than ten days, the young poet was produced by the director himself, with his company MLD Films. With this film and another French feature debut on an unusual theme (Tournament [+see also: trailerinterview: Lou de Laâgefilm profile] by Elodie Namer - read the article - Diaphana Distribution in 42 theaters), then comes a huge contrast with the two
national com Eloïse Lang and Noémie Saglio (distributed by Gaumont in approximately 290 cinemas) and Nose femmes [+see also) Eloïse Lang and Noémie Saglio (distributed by Gaumont in approximately 290 cinemas) and Nose femmes [+see also : trailer film profile], and starring Richard Berry (who is associated with the cast members Daniel Auteuil
and Thierry Lhermitte - Mars Distribution over 457 screens). Among the other new versions, several top non-French European cinemas with the Venetian golden lion winner Holub are on the cards, who reflects on the existence [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Roy Anderssonfilm) by Swedish director Roy Andersson (read the review and interview - Les
Films du Losange in 52 theatres), Blind [+see also: film review : Eskil Vogtinterview: Eskil Vogtfilm profile] Norwegian filmmaker Eskil Vogt (read the review and interview , winner of the best screenplay award at Sundance and Europa Cinemas Label at Berlinale Panorama – KMBO in 26 cinemas), Labyrinth of Lies [+see also: film reviewtrailermaking
ofinterview: Giulio Ricciarelliinterview: Giulio Ricciarellifilm profile] by Germany's Giulio Ricciarelli (read the interview – Sophie Dulac Distribution across 91 screens) and Long Distance [+see : reviewtrailerinterview: Carlos Marques-Marcetfilm profile] Spaniard Carlos Marques-Marcet (read review and interview - Chapeau Melon Distribution). Finally, among
the documentaries we should highlight Optimists [+see also: trailerinterview: Ingunn Knudsenfilm profile] by Norwegian filmmaker Gunhildo Westhagen Magnor (Pickup Films and Jour2Fête in 36 theaters – read the interview with the producer, Ingunn Knudsen), Edgar Morin, Chronique d'un consider Céline Gailleurd and Olivier Bohler (Tamasa Distribution),
L'échappée, à la poursuite d'Annie Le Brun by Valérie Minetto (Distribution A3) and French-Belgian co-production On est vivant carmen Castillo (Distribution of Happiness). (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from French) Page 2229/04/2015 - A teenager tries to find his roots and create an identity in All Cats Are Grey, the first feature
film by Savina DellicourManon Capelle in All Cats Are GreyThis week sees the release of All Cats Are Grey [+see also: trailerfilm profile] by Savina Dellicour in Belgium. As luck would have it, the film is released a week after L'Année Prochaine [+see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile] Vania Leturcq, another first feature film by a young Belgian filmmaker who
depends on the agonature of adolescence, assembly problems, and the search for identity. Paul, in his forties, returns to Brussels after being in exile for several years. He'd like to get back to where he left off, and better yet, make things right. For starters, he'd like to get back in touch with his biological daughter Dorothy, whom he's never met and raised by
another. Dorothy is fifteen years old, almost sixteen, and lives in the resentments of brussels society, which has always looked down on Paul. His brief and indirect relationship with Christine was never really accepted by her family either. A private detective working in a civil society, he gives his skills to use for his own purposes, tracking Dorothy from adi
distance. Of course, his monitoring activity quickly noticed him, and a young girl who is alone, looking for her biological father, about whom she knows nothing, gets close to him, eventually asking him to help her find her father. (Article continues below - Business information) Paul plays Bouli Lanners, who injects the warmth of injected melancholy into the
character. Soon we will see Lanners in two other Belgian films: Je suis mort mais j'ai des amis [+see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Guillaume and Stéphane Mala... film profile] of the Malandrin brothers landing in theatres on 27. Acting opposite him is Manon Capelle, a new face (supported by Aisleen Mclafferty, who plays her best friend Claire in the film)
who brings freshness to a role that works well. Christine is Anne Coesens, she plays a mother in a state of confusion, not so far from her character in L'Année Prochaine. The film is produced by Tarantula, which confirms his interest in working on debut Belgian films, after Mobile Home [+ see also: trailerfilm profile] (François Pirot), Pelada [+ see also:
trailerfilm profile] (Damien Chemin), and soon-to-be-released Baden, Baden Rachel Lang, co-produced with funding from CCA and Wallimage. All Cats Are Grey is distributed in Belgium by O'Brother and internationally sold by a new international sales company based in Brussels, Be for Films. (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated
from French) Page 2329/04/2015 - Future Images: Ten New Filmmakers Follow Initiative will introduce ten selected new directors to the film industryPeacock Ondřej HudečekThis film students and alumni were selected to participate in the new program European Film Promotion Future Frames: Ten New Filmmakers to Follow at the 50th 1950s. In close
cooperation with the festival, EFP will present young directors and their films – all Czech premieres – to the public, the film industry and the press during the three-day event, which runs from 5 to 7 July. As young European directors play an increasingly important role in the ongoing revitalisation of European cinema, we are very interested in supporting them,
says Martin Schweighofer, Vice-President and Executive Director of the EFP at the Austrian Film Commission. (Article continues below - Business information) Participants were nominated by member organisations for employee financial participation according to artistic quality, content and international attractiveness, with the final selection made by KVIFF.
This new initiative, which aims to raise awareness of new, pioneering European cinema and promising directorial talent, is supported by the Creative Europe – Media programme of the European Union and the relevant Member Organisations of the Tax Office. Selected directors will present their films on the busiest days of the festival. Networking events with
flagging producers, distributors and sales representatives, a master class led by a renowned filmmaker and a panel discussion involving representatives of film schools will provide opportunities to establish valuable international business contacts. Films presented by their directors in Future Frames: Patrick Vollrath - Everything Will Be Okay (Filmakademie
Wien, Austrian Film Commission, Austria) Raphaël Crombez - Perdition County (LUCA School of Arts, Flanders Image, Belgium) Ondřej Hudeček – Peacock (FAMU – Film and Television School of Performing Arts, Czech Film Centre, Czech Republic) Konstantina Kotzamani - Washingtonia (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greek Film Centre, Greece)
Mátyás Szabó - Hranice (Budapest University of Drama and Film, Magyar Filmunió, Hungary) James Fitzgerald - Skunky (Institute of Arts, Design and Technology, Irish Film Board, Ireland) Halfdan Ullmann Tøndel - Birdheart (Westerdals, Film and TV, Norwegian Film Institute, Norway) Martina Buchelová - Green Line (Film and Television Faculty - Academy
of Performing Arts Bratislava, Slovak Film Institute, Slovak Institute) Jerry Carlsson - Everything we share (Akademin Valand Gothenburg University, Swedish Film Institute, Sweden) Moïra Pitteloud - Offer (Filmschule HEAD Genève, Swiss Films, Switzerland) More information about this initiative can be found here. (Article continues below - Business
information) Page 2429/04/2015 - In intimate and documentary style, German filmmaker Stefan Butzmühlen follows a young man trying to find himself aboard an island-bound cargo ship that he longs for Martin sznur in Radiant SeaStories about the journeys always (or almost always) to work on two levels: the movement from one point to another is not only
carried out on the surface of the Earth, but is accompanied by a similar movement - in this case, one under the surface of the skin. In The Shining Sea [+see also: trailerfilm profile], young German director Stefan Butzmühlen displays one of these journeys, across the sea, an element in constant motion that serves as the perfect accompaniment to this
personal movement. The film, which was presented as a world premiere at the Crossing Europe festival in Linz, follows a young man on this journey. (Article continues below - Business information) German character Marek (Martin Sznur) flees his parents' cold farm in Western Pomeris to move to brighter climates: the sun's rays first take him to Dunkirk and
then to Saint-Nazaire, where he boardes a cargo ship with Frenchman Jean (Jules Léo Sagot). Marek discovers a new horizon in Jean's skin: one in which love and passion are inundated into the existential void he is trying to fill. Intimate and sexual encounters on the open sea immerse two characters in an odyssey, at the end of which they find the island
they desire together... or maybe not. The two sailors will once again step on firm ground when the ship arrives on the island of Martinique. However, even if they both now find themselves in the same outer place, everyone is trying to keep themselves afloat in their own inner space. It is the most inland nature of the universe that Radiant Sea emphasizes in
its mission-en-scène, using the natural sites of the Atlantic and Caribbean islands, because it supports them from the role of mere scenery. Butzmühlen builds the film on two parallel levels. The first is a portrait of the intimacy that exists between Mark and Jean, sketched out by the obvious gaze and the energetic sex scenes between them. And the second is
the documentary view of the world that surrounds them: the hierarchy of workers on the cargo ship is presented in the finest detail, the work on the cargo ship is captured in long sequences, Madama Butterfly, which serves as the soundtrack, and the natural environment of Martinique leave us with captivating images such as a night walk dotted with
countless fireflies. Dubbing (Mark) becomes another of the film's instruments as it narrates the interaction between the two men while they are silent, contributing to that documentary-like feeling. And while the shining sea might be stronger in its mission-en-scène, as in its story, Butzmühlen manages to portray an interesting journey brimming with untouched
sincerity. The film was produced by German outfit Salzgeber &amp; Co, which was already behind the last title Butzmühlen, Sleepless Knights, filmed in Spain and co-director with its now editor Cristina Diz. International sales are dealt with by the production company itself. (Article continues below - Business information) (Translated from Spanish) Page
2529/04/2015 - A new partnership with the British Council will fund participants from South AmericaPower to Pixel (PttP) and the British Council has announced a partnership, in which the Council will offer sixteen awards of £1,500 for manufacturers and representatives of companies working in cross-platform and interactive media innovations from Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and Uruguay to participate in the Power to The Pixel: Cross-Media Forum (October 13-16), held in collaboration with the 59th BFI London Film Festival. The event will host a delegation comprising approximately 40 Latin American funds, businesses and production companies, including pttp's new
partners - Argentina's main film and media institute INCAA and Mexico's IMCINE Film Institute. (Article continues below - Business information) PttP chief executive Liz Rosenthal said: 'With the generous support of the British Council, we are delighted to be enabling new partnerships and international collaboration between Latin American companies and the
huge range of media companies participating in Power to the Pixel: The Cross-Media Forum. Caroline Meaby, senior programme manager with the British Council's creative economics team, said: 'Latin America is a region absolutely teeming with creative energy, so we are extremely happy to support the delegation of 16 media innovators who will take part in
Power to the Pixel: The Cross-Media Forum in October. Exciting things are happening across the continent and we want to help create new links between digital storytellers and leading lights in creative industries from both sides of the Atlantic. We believe that the promotion of creative talent will prosper, will lead to wider cultural and economic benefits for the
region. (The article continues below - Business information) Page 2630/04/2015 - Serbian festival hit won the main prize in Wiesbaden, while slovak docu-fiction hybrid won the fipresci and the prize for best director Vimes 15 ©. Someone's child [+see also: film reviewtrailerfilm profile], won the Grand Prix at the 15th goEast - Festival of Central and Eastern
European Film in Wiesbaden (April 22-28). This is also the 15th award for Serbian-Croatian co-production since its world premiere at last year's Venetian Critics Week - where it was voted the spectator favourite. (Article continues below - Business information) The €10,000 prize was awarded by a jury headed by Pavel Strnad and includes Anja Antonowicz,
Bernd Buder, Marian Crişan and Ines Tanović, who were impressed by the film, which caught the audience's attention with a powerful story about a boy who transformed from an animal into a human being while the world around him went in the opposite direction. Ivan Ostrochovský won the Wiesbaden City Prize for Best Director (€7,500) for Goat [+see
also: film review profile: Ivan Ostrochovskyfilm), which had its world premiere at the Berlinale Forum and recently won two prizes at the Vilnius Kino Pavasaris International Film Festival. Goat also won the FIPRESCI award from a jury composed of film critics Ingrid Beerbaum, Jean-Max Méjean and Andrey Plakhov. The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs
award for cultural diversity worth 4,000 euros was awarded to the film Logbook_Serbistan of experienced Serbian director Želimir Žilnik. The documentary about asylum seekers from Africa and the Middle East who end up in Serbia en route to the European Union premiered at zagrebDox this year. GoEast Jury also highlighted two documentaries with
honorable mentions: Hungarian director Gábor Hörcher's Rogue, for showing a character trying to get his life back into play, and My Home by Jiří Stejskal from the Czech Republic, for capturing the long-term struggle of a family fighting for a dignified life. Sita Scherer's four-minute prize in experimental film and video art won the Open Frame Award in the
competition for experimental film and video art, along with a €5,000 prize funded by the BHF-BANK Foundation. The jury consisted of Inke Arns, Fabian Schöneich and Florian Wüst. The GoEast Development Award (€3,500) for best pitch in the context of the East-West Talent Lab went to the concept project for Messenger by Romanian director Anda
Puşcaş from a jury comprising Jelena Goldbach, Susann Maria Hempel and Meinolf Zurhorst. Thematically, the 15th edition of goEast was heavily influenced by the war in Ukraine. Filming in times of war was one of the main themes of this year's festival, which was particularly evident in the beyond belonging selection program. We are very happy with how
many people have come out, and we see the continued interest that our festival – and with it Central European cinema – still enjoys. For seven full days, Wiesbaden's heart beats for goEast, noted festival director Gaby Babic about a reported 11,450 visitors. (The article continues below Business information) information)
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